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How strong is your retail brand?

Where to focus for stronger
retail brand performance
Following a difficult 2019/20 holiday period and a likely turbulent quarter
ahead, now is the time for independent retail groups to take stock of their
brand. Here we outline seven steps for effectively positioning your
independent retail brand for success.
From local environmental disasters to the
COVID-19 global health crisis, the first quarter
of 2020 has been particularly challenging
and turbulent for Australian retailers and the
broader economy and community.
It is likely that we will continue to see a
dampening on consumer spending and a
decrease in consumer sentiment over the
next quarter, as we start to fully comprehend
the full impact all of this has on the economy
and the retail sector.

For the foreseeable future, Australian retailers
will need to regroup and position themselves
for success. Independent retail groups – that
is, retailers with a common banner or brand
where the network of outlets are privately
owned and operated – can take advantage of
their relative nimbleness, compared to the
national and multinational retailers, to look
inwards and take stock of their brand.
Here, we explore how independent retail
groups can quickly mobilise to re-position
their brand for success during this period.

7 STEPS IN POSITIONING FOR SUCCESS
► Ensure your value proposition is appealing to your shoppers and deliverable by
your operators – a clear and distinctive promise means nothing if its not valued,
or is never delivered.
► Live your brand promise in how you look, speak and act – this is more than just
having the same signage and colours in each store.
► Work together with your suppliers for a win-win situation – remember that
suppliers ultimately have the same goals as you: driving greater spend.
► Focus promotional programs on driving foot traffic and spend – shoppers need a
compelling reason to visit.
► Personalise the shopping experience by directly engaging with your shoppers – in
an era where everyone is talking to everyone, you should be telling your shoppers
exactly what they’re looking for, in a way they want to hear it, to cut through the
noise.
► Execute, execute, execute – investment from your suppliers will only continue if
you keep the promises you make.
► Maintain a continuous improvement mindset across your key partners – standing
still in this hyper-competitive and rapidly evolving environment is not an option.
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1. Have a clear and
distinctive value proposition
for your shoppers and
operators

3. Promote alignment with
suppliers to demonstrate
how they can optimise their
investment – they share a
common goal with retailers

Winning independent retail brands are able to
tap into their competitive advantage: access
to local market knowledge and shopper
behaviour. They know when their shoppers
visit, in what context their shoppers buy, what
they buy and how. Four key questions assess
how well a retailer understands their
shoppers and leverages this to go to market:
• Can you state in one sentence, what
promise your retail brand can make?
• Is this promise appealing, distinctive and
deliverable?
• Is the promise consistently articulated
across all touchpoints – brand identity
cues, communications and presentation?
• Do you have the right people, support
programs and offering to back your
promise?

Suppliers clearly see the distribution reach
and growth opportunity that independent
retailers offer.
However, with limited funds available,
suppliers are increasingly discerning about
where to invest, and are more likely to
support retailers that can attract consumers
through a clear proposition backed by the
assurance of consistent execution. In this
context there are three key questions retailers
should assess:
• Are your suppliers clear on your shopper
proposition?
• Are they being tapped for category
expertise and ideas to help deliver your
promise, promote traffic in store and help
create something distinctive?
• What assurance can you provide to
suppliers in return for their investment?

2. Live the brand promise in
how you look, act and speak
– format, range, service and
promotion

4. Execute a promotional
program that is focused on
driving traffic and spend

Local market characteristics, and variable
shopfront footprints can complicate the way
a brand lives its promise. Too often store
format is overlooked, but it is an important
part of achieving a universal offering and a
national brand. The power of a consistent
store format grid to inform the ‘right size’ offer
should not be underestimated, and winning
retailers can ask three questions to address
this:
• Can you inventory your stores through a
simple ‘grid’ of store types by market
characteristics, size and format?
• Have you set a core range that is nonnegotiable across all stores operating with
your brand?
• Is their enough flex for the local operator to
range according to local market tastes?
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Effective promotional spend drives traffic, but
not all promotional programs are effective.
Often, promotional programs fail to truly
engage shoppers and drive traffic, owing to a
lack of focus on the design of promotions,
choice of media and effective use of digital
channels. Three key questions can help
retailers start to frame a more focused
promotional program that drives traffic and
spend:
• What portion of your promotions move
beyond price discounts or a catalogue?
• How many pass the ‘distinctiveness’ and
‘brand fit’ test?
• Is sufficient time and resource invested in
creating a compelling reason for shoppers
to-opt in to direct promotions?
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5. Personalise the shopper
experience through direct
engagement with your
shoppers

7. Adopt a continuous
improvement mindset with
your key partners –operators
and suppliers

In an environment where shoppers are
increasingly time poor, and under a constant
barrage of content and offers, relevant and
targeted communications becomes a
distinctive point of difference.
Leading retailers are now able to directly
engage with their shopper base, delivering
personalised offers to drive traffic and
increased spend.
Assessing engagement effectiveness starts
with answering three key questions:
• Are you collecting critical information on
your shopper base’s preference and
behaviours?
• Do you directly communicate with your
shopper base?
• Are you delivering targeted and
personalised content to your shoppers?

As retailers know, standing still in this hypercompetitive and rapidly evolving retail
environment is not an option.
The cost of doing business will continue to
increase unless all parties – operators,
suppliers and support office – are continually
driving improvement.
Assessing continuous improvement capability
starts with answering three questions:
• Do your suppliers and operators have a
well-known and frequently used feedback
mechanism?
• What support and guidance are you giving
operators on how to be a better retailer?
• How often do you try new things with both
your suppliers and operators?

Have you taken stock of your
independent retail brand this year?

6. Turn the organisation
upside down – the Operator
as the ‘King’ of execution

If you think your organisation can achieve
more and would like to know more about
how SPP can help you achieve this,
please contact us ◼

State structures are often debating the wrong
things and ‘excellence in execution’ is too
often under-valued.
Whilst local market knowledge, closeness to
the shopper, and retail operator ‘savvy’ are
important, without excellent execution these
attributes are of limited value.
Retailers can start to assess their execution
and support effectiveness with the following
questions:
• Are operator incentives directly linked to
delivery of national programs?
• Would operators praise local support
representatives for the value-add they
bring?
• Are these field support officers equipped to
support the delivery of the go to market
strategy – with the right toolkit, data and
clarity of story that operators can buy into?
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Contact us
David Mackay
Partner, Consumer Lead

Strategic Project Partners is
a generalist, strategy
consulting firm.

+61 407 483 951
David.Mackay@spp.com.au
David is an experienced retailer and
general management consultant, assisting
organisations to develop and execute
business and technology strategy, and
improve business performance through
people, process and technology.

We support organisations to
solve complex strategic and
operational challenges.

Graeme Chipp

About SPP

Partner, Growth Practice

Established in 2005, SPP
has delivered successful
outcomes for a broad range
of commercial and
Government sector clients.

+61 411 127 846
Graeme.Chipp@spp.com.au
Graeme is an acknowledged leader in
growth and brand strategy, and marketing,
channel and organisational effectiveness,
bringing a unique mix of management
consulting and senior executive
experience to strategy development,
marketing, and organisation
transformation.

SPP’s Consumer practice
brings customer first
capabilities to helping our
clients profitably grow.
We serve retailers and
branded goods, leisure, sport
and media clients.

Noel Leung
Principal
+61 411 329 236
Noel.Leung@spp.com.au
Noel has more than 14 years’ experience
in brand portfolio and channel strategy,
performance improvement, and growth
strategy for Consumer Goods, Retail, and
Agribusiness clients.

Our services cover:
• Market opportunity
identification and
assessment
• Brand portfolio and
channel strategy
optimisation

Stephen Wu

• Pricing strategy for
profitable growth

Senior Associate
+61 466 826 623
Stephen.Wu@spp.com.au
Stephen has diverse experience in a wide
range of sectors, including retail, higher
education and government. As a
consultant, he helps clients solve a range
of complex problems, with a focus
strategies to pursue and realise growth
opportunities.

• Mobilising go to market
sales and promotional
investment
• Data and analytics
strategy and activation
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